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SAFEbuilt, LLC, a nationwide community development services company, announced today it has 
completed its acquisition of TX BBG Consulting Inc., bringing together a national leader with local 
expertise to help communities in the Greater Houston area. 

The addition of TX BBG Consulting, Inc. to the SAFEbuilt family of brands enables the organization 
to expand its base and reach in Texas with a company which is aligned with its core values. 

“All our data and analytics has shown the importance to offer communities in the Greater Houston 
area with the tried-and-tested expertise of our professionals, and most importantly, the technological 
solutions SAFEbuilt can provide,” says Matt Causley, Chief Operating Officer of SAFEbuilt. “We had 
been scouting a partner in this area for a while and TX BBG Consulting checked all the boxes: 
dedicated and professional personnel, rock-solid contractual performance, and an acumen fostering 
healthy relationships with local jurisdictions.” 

The move comes at a key point for SAFEbuilt as it positions itself as a major powerhouse providing 
tech-enabled solutions for building departments and professional services across 30 states and 
eyeing up further expansion to additional regions. 

“Knowing that TX BBG Consulting will now be part of a family of companies with a wide range of 
service lines was a major component deciding to join forces” pointed Kevin Taylor CBO, MCP, 
President of TX BBG Consulting. He added, “Raising the bar of our technological capabilities is 
something only a company as SAFEbuilt can bring to the table, we couldn’t be happier to 
consolidate our efforts”. 

By transitioning to a SAFEbuilt company, TX BBG Consulting will be able to remain at the forefront 
of innovative solutions. “SAFEbuilt’s mission is to help build better, safer communities”, Matt Causley 
added. “The addition of a strong regional player like TX BBG Consulting, Inc., helps us fulfill that 
mission – both in Texas and from a national perspective.” 

SAFEbuilt also confirmed that a new redesigned website has been launched which showcases the 
services and presented new logo. 

Link to original press release: 

https://safebuilt.com/about/newsroom/tx-bbg-consulting-joins-safebuilt-family-of-brands 
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